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It is pointed out that Einstein's postulate of the constant velocity of light is verified only indirectly
by elementary·particle experiments leaning more or less heavily on present e lec tromagn etic theory,
the latter being verified only for low velucities. Direct experiments can be explained by the ballistic
theory of light if transparent media, such as gases, reradiate as a secondary suurce. A direct experi.
nwnt with cuherent light rpAectcd from a moving mirror was performed ill vacuum better than 10- 6
torr. Its result is consistent with the constant velocity of light.

1. Relativity and Electromagnetism
Albert Einstein was one of the relatively few people
who realized explicitly that his theory rests on the
assumption that our present Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetic theory, experimentally verified only for low
velocities of charged matter, will hold also for velocities commensurable with the velocity of light. Considering that our present electrodynamics have grown
out of the concept of an elastic ether, whose existence
is now disproved beyond reasonable doubt, and that
the Maxwell equations do not satisfy the principle of
relativity in its simple form using the Galilei transformation·, this assumption is far from self-evident.
Nor do the verified successes and correct predictions
of the Einstein theory (such as increase of mass with
velocity, the relativistic Doppler effect, the dilated
half-time of mesons, the Moessbauer effect and others)
make the above assumption an experimentally verified
fact; they prove, as we hope to point out in the following, the consistency of the Maxwell-Lorentz electrodynamics and relativistic mechanics, but not necessarily the universal validity of either.
The Einstein theory assumes the universal validity
of the Maxwell-Lorentz electrodynamics; to make them
comply with the principle of relativity, it introduces
the Lorentz transformation (drastically changing the
classical concepts of space, time and mass); it is then
found that its results are consistent with all observations made to the present time. But this is not the
only possibility. One might possibly also assume the
universal validity of the Galilei transformation, leave
the concepts of space, time and inertial mass unmodified, and work out electrodynamics that will comply
with the Galilei principle of relativity and be consistent
with all observations. Except for a single attempt
[Ritz, 1908], no such electrodynamics have so far been
worked out; but there is no reason to believe that this
is inherently impossible. As long as we are only
concerned with electrodynamics themselves, or with
experiments such as elementary particles (including
uncharged ones), where velocities and other quantities

are not measured directly, but-at some stage-by
interaction with an electromagnetic field, th e difference
between the above two alternatives is purely philo·
sophical, as th ey would both yield the same result.
But if we perform a direct experimen t on the validity
of either the Galilei or the Lorentz transformation
without in any way relying on electromagnetic theory,
we can find out which (if any) of the two transformations is a physical reality; for example, if such a direct
experiment lent support to the Galilei transformation,
it would expose the Lorentz transformation as a mere
equivalence formula making up for inaccurate electrodynamics by suitably deforming space and time to
achieve the correct result, but invalid outside the realm
of electromagnetic phenomena.
To illustrate the above point, let us assume, for the
sake of a counter-example only, that Coulomb's law
is inaccurate for high velocities and that it shou ld
read

F = q,qAl- f32)
47TE:or2

,

(1)

where ql, q2 are the electric charges measured in
multiples of the charge of an electron, r is the distance
between the charges, 47TE:O is the constant of propor·
tionality and (3 = v/co with v the relative velocity of
the charges and Co the velocity of light with respect
to its source.! For (3 = 0, (1) would reduce to the
orthodox Coulomb law; but there would now be two
kinds of charges, a "conservation charge" q, measured in integral multiples of an elementary charge
(known from nuclear interactions to be conserved and
independent of velocity), and a "coulomb charge"
Q, measured by the force F = QIQ2/47TE:or2 exerted
by charges on each other. At rest, the two charges
will be equal, but for high velocities we have from (1)

Q=q

YI-W·

(2)

I Formula (I) is considered for the case" .1 r; but we wish 10 slale expUcitl y that we are
only making up a counte r-example, nol pUlling forward a new theory.
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Writing down the equation of motion of a charged
particle with inertial mass m , we quickly find it contains the u s ual ratio Q/m, whic h from (2) now equals
(as in the Einstein theory)

q~

(3)

m

and no electromagneti c e xperiment can decide
whether the square root in (3) " multiplies q" or " divides m"; i. e., whether (contrary to presently accepted
theory) the force on a c harge varie s with velocity and
inertial mass is an invariant, or whether (as in th e
Einstein theory) c harge is an invariant and mass is a
function of velocity.2
Similarly, it 'c an be s hown that the meas ure me nts
of the half-time of mesons, the relativistic Doppler
effect, e tc. at some point rely on electromagne ti c
theory and may permit an alternative interpre tation
at the expense of present electromagnetic theory .3
To resolve this dilemma, we mu st pe rform an experiment without relying on any electromagne tic theory
. at all. Unfortunately, the velocities attained even
by rockets in outer space (f3 = 10- 5) are still too low
to perform direc t meas ure ments of length contractions time dilations and mass increases as given by
the Lorentz transformation. However, there re mains
the possibility of using the velocity of light itself for
a test, provided we regard it simply as so me thing moving with the velocity Co = 3 X 108 m /sec with respect
to its source and as something periodic (as shown by
its capacity to interfe re and to produce a Doppler
effect), thus not utilizing any of its electromagne tic
properties. (By this we mean that we do utilize the
capacity of light to interfere, but make no use of the
Maxwell equations.) If light is emitte d by a source
moving with respect to the observer, the n according
to the Special Theory of Relativity its velocity will
remain equal to Co with respect to the same observer,
for by the Einstein-Poincare addition theorem (a direc t
consequence of the Lore ntz transformation),
c

co+V

] + coV/C5

=Co

2. Experiments Performed in Vacuum
The experim ental evid e nce mentioned so far still
leaves th e ballistic reradiation theory in the field, for
the fact that no c hange in the velocity of li ght has be e n
observed co uld b e attributed to the prese nce of air,
whic h mi ght reradiate the incide nt radiation and act as
a secondary so urce with mean velocity zero. The next
logic al step to dispose of this argum e nt is therefore to
perform a suitable experi men t in vacuum. This has
been done by Babcock and Bergman [1964], who
repeated Kantor's experime nt [1962] in vacuum, and by
Rotz [1963], who used a three-slit inte rfero meter, keeping two slits s tationary and rotating the third, which
was covered by glass. Both experiments were consis te nt with (4) and contradicted (5) .
However, sin ce at present it is impossible to ob tain a
perfect vacuum , we should investigate how high the
vacuum mus t be to prevent possible re radiation by the
remaining air molecules. In a perfect vacuum th e
photons of a light beam would not collid e with any
molec ules at all; we should therefore require that the
average numbe r of molecules N in the path of a photon
along-the whole length L of the interferometer is very
much smaller than unity, thus leaving the great majority of photons to travel along the inte rferome ter path in
free space without collisions. To es timate N, we take
it as the average number of molecules in a volume A2L,
where A is the wavelength of the radiation; thus the
cross section of a photon is taken of the ord er '11. 2 •
From the kine tic theory of gases, the number of
molecules per unit volume of gas is n = p /k T, where p

(4)

'

whereas if the Galilei transformation is correc t, the n
(5)

C = Co + v.

W e do not consider other possibilities , in partic ular
we di sregard the e ther theory, whic h does not satisfy
the principle of relativity and has bee n experimentally
very thoroughly disproved .
Equation (5), or the "balli stic" theory of light,
becom es co nsistent with practically all experimental
e vide nce if we ass ume that transpare nt obj ec ts will
r eradiate the in cid ent li ght as secondary sources
according to the same formula (with their own velocity).
2

In analogy wi th (2) one might write M = mVl- f32, with

and M the gravitational mass.

In

This assumption is consistent with the Extinction
Theorem of contemporary electrom agne ti c theory 4
and moreover fully explains observations made on the
spectra of double stars 5 and in direct laboratory experiments with light [Tolman, 1910, 1912 ; Majorana, 1918,
1919; Tomaschek, 1924; Bonch-Bruevic h and Molchanov, 1956]. In most of th e la tter, the intent of the
experime nt was thwarted b y a beam splitter or lens
whic h would, by the above hypothesis, reradiate the
inciden t light as secondary sources and thus dec elera te it to the velocity co. Moreover, these experiments
were made in air a t atmospheric press ure, which would
have the same effect ; thi s is also true of the one experiment performed before 1962 that was not thwarte d by a
glass component [Mich elson, 1913]. Rece ntly, Kantor
[1962] reported an optical experiment performed in air,
sharply contradic ting (4) and consistent with (5). The
e xperiment meas ured the fringe shift observed in a
Fizeau interferometer, the reflected a nd transmitted
rays being, by hypothesis, accelerated and decelerated res pectively b y rotating glass window s. However, repetitions of the experi ment by Babcock and
Bergman [1964] and (in coherent light) by Beckmann
and Mandics [1964] indicated that Kantor's result was
e rroneous , res ults consistent with (4) being obtained.

the invariant inertial mass

(Their equivalence has bee n demon strated onl y for small

{3.) Expanding the square root up to seco nd -o rder terms, the total e nergy of a bod y wit h
in e rtial mass m is then found to be E = mc'l = Mc'l+ t mv2 •
3 Cf. al so [Dillgle, 1960a, h, cl fOingl e. 1960c] co ntains a perpl ex ing paradox On th e
veloc it y of propagation of a Doppler effect.

.J Cf. [Born and Wolf
1959]. More simpl y, o l~e may im agine the inc,idc ll l _radiation tn
ind uce condu ction or displace me nt c urrent s wili ch Will th e mselves radIale a~ secondary

sources.

:; Cf. fFox , 19621: for utht: r rea sons throwing doubt un the double -star argu me nl d . [Dingle ,
1959).
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is the pressure, T is th e absolu te te mperature a nd
k= 1.3805 X 10- 23 JtK is Boltzmann's constant. Ex-

B on th e scree n of observation, (a) directly along SB
wi th ve loci t y, co:±: v, a nd (b) b y diffraction along SA
a nd re fl ec tion aJong AB; th e latte r being, by hypothes is, due to re radiation by the s tationary Lloyd mirror,
th e ve locil y of Ih e light along AB is only co. Thus,
th e difference in tran il times of th e direct and the
re fl ected rays will vary wi lh th e velocity of M and
he nce the inte rfer e nce fringes obse rv e d o n the screen
B s hould s hift wh e n v vari es.1;
Let x be the distance of the slit S or its image S'
from the pJane of the Lloyd mirrur a nd le t B be an
arbitrary point on th e scree n a t a di s ta nce y fro m th e
same plan e (fig. la). Le t vlco = f3 ; I he n th e tra ns it
tim es are

pressing th e press ure in torr (mm of mercury) and
multiplying by AZL we th e rf'fo r e find (fo r T = 300 OK)

N = 3 .21
TAB I. E

1.

X

1022 pA 2L [m olec ules; lorr m, m] .

(6)

Nll fllb er of obstructing fIIole cliles N ([nd mean free paths
Prn,, ~

ExperinU'nl

Bab('o('k an d Bergmull [1964]
Rut z [ 1963]
pn'~(' n l ('Xpt'!';nwnl

,\lfeu ll
fn'l' path

10- 2
1.2 x 10- '
1O - 1l

Mea l! A

L

A

7u,r

5 mill
5 em
50 m

4, 740
6.328
6,328

N
Moi ecilles

2. 76
0.57
4.00

2.0 x JO'
8.8 x 10'
5.16 x 10"

tSA

Table 1 gives th e average numb er of molec ules obstruc lin g th e path of the inte rfe rome ter for th e a bov e
two ex pe rim e nl s and for th e experiment to be reported
below. T he corres pondin g mea n free paths are also
given for refe re nc e. It may be see n from thi s ta ble
th at no experime nt has so far bee n pe rform ed in
suffic ie ntly hi gh vacuum to e xclud e r e rad iati o n co mpletely . By kind perm iss ion of Ball Bros., Bould e r,
Colo., we were able to pe rfo rm Ih e 0P li cal ex pe rim e nl
described below in a c hambe r 15 fl lo ng a nd 5 ft in
diam e ter in a vacu um of 8 X 10- 7 torr ; as may be see n
from table 1, th e prese nt experim e nt redu ces th e num ber of molec ules obstructin g th e inte rferomet e r path
by more than two o rd ers wh e n co mp ared with prev io us
exp erim e nt s. Nevert heless, thi s s till lea ves an average of some 52,000 mo lec ul es that might, by hypoth es is,
act as a med ium reradiating lig ht (th e mea n veloc ity
of th e molecules in the direc ti on of th e li g ht beam is
zero) . Thu s the pos sibility of reradiation by the remaining air molecules e ven at thi s low pressure ca nnot
be e ntirely excluded an d thi s reservation s hould be
borne in mind whe n drawing co nclusion s from the
prese nt ex perim e nt.
The condition for th e effect of re man e nt air molec ules to be negligibl e, i. e., for N < < 1, is

pA 2L «

3_11 X 10- 23 [torr, m2, m]

W+q2
+ (3) ,

= co(l

/' SB

=

y'(x - y)2+ £2
co(l + (3)
.

(7)
In calc ul a tin g Ih e Ira ns il lim e differe nc e

(8)

6.t = I S A + I A B - tS B )
11 Tht' inte rfere n ce f rin ges i n <t Ll oyd interferomc ter are formed in ex ac tl y tht,
way <I f' in th e cast' of a radio anll" l1n a o\'er a fl at ea rth.

!'H ITlf'

(a)

(6a)

M
(b)

A

For A = 6000 A, L = 1 m, thi s leads to p < < 8 .6 X 10- 11
torr, a vacuum approaching the limits of the present
state of vacu um technology.

B

\

SM

3. Experimental Setup and Measurements

S

To test I he co nstan cy of the velocity oflight re fl ected
by a moving mirror, th e refl ec ted light was passed
through a Lloyd int erfer om e ter (fig. la) consisting of
a slit S and a Lloyd mirror A. Th e advantage of this
a rra nge me nt is th a t th e moving pa rts of the apparatus
are outside th e inte rferom eter and he nce a fringe
s hift du e to mec hani cal de form ati ons (s imulating a
c han ge in the velocity of li ght) is exc lu ded . The light,
by hypoth es is (5), reradiated by a mov in g mirror M
with a velocity Co ± v (where v is th e ve loc it y of th e
mirror M), passes through a s lit S a nd reaches a point

M
(c)

CAMERA
AIR

1. Moving mirror and Lloyd int erferometer: (a) elevation,
(6) plan, (c) plon for arrangemen t with imaged slit , also showing
the arrangement ill th e vacuum chamber.
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we note from figure l a that the distan ce from the plane
of the sl i t to t he point of reRecti on A is q = xL/(x + y)
and expand the square roots in (7) neglecting 4th and
high er orders in (x±y)/L. If tlto is the transit-time
difference for v = 0, then we find, neglecting secondorder te rm s in f3 and since L :» x, y

tlt-tlto=Lf3 -y- [1+(x+y)2]_
Co x+y
2U

(9)

Since (x + y)/L ~ 1, the second term in the square
brackets may again be neglected and we obtain the
relative fringe shift at the point B compared to the
stationary case.

tl = co(tl t - tl to)
A

f3L _y_
A x+y

If the velocity of M is reversed from
expected shift is thus
tl ~ = 2f3L _1_.
~
A l+x /y

+ v to -

(10)
FIGUIlE

2. View of the illte,j"erometer assembly.

v, the

(1)

The distance y may be measured on the photograph
of the fringes (by utilizing the diffraction fringes due to
the edge of the Lloyd mirror); the spacing s between th e
fringes is also measured from the photograph and it is
easily shown that x = AL/2s. It then foll0ws from (11)
that the arrangement will be most sensitive for x < < y;
i.e., for low-order fringes.
Figure Ib shows a schematic plan of the arrangement. The mirror M was mounted on a rotor driven by
an electric motor, the speed of which could be varied
and reversed. The plane of this mirror was turned by
15° from the axis of the rotor as shown so as to accelerate, by hypothesis, the reradiated light by the full
component of the circumferential velocity. It was
mounted on the rotor at a distance of 12.8 em from the
axis of rotation .
To remove possible objections that th e slit might act
as a stationary secondary source and thus reduce both
rays to the velocity Co, an alternative arrangement was
also used (fig. Ic): a convex lens CL of focal length 3_5
in. was used to produce a real Image of the slit S in
space, and the mirror M moved through thi s image,
throwing its light onto the Lloyd mirror as before.
Figure lc also shows the arrangement in the vacuum
chamber: the laser beam passed through the window
W of the chamber, was reRected by the mirror SM into
the slit S and after traversing the interfe rometer as
described above pas sed through the same window W
into th e camera C outside the chamber. The s pee d of
the motor was meas ured by a magne tic pickup
mounted near the shaft of the motor. Th e pulses
induced in it by two bolts protruding from the motor
shaft were counted by a fre que ncy counter. In air,
the speed was also measured by illuminating the rotor
stroboscopically. A helium-neon gas laser (6328 A,
0.2 to 0.5 m W, beam diameter 2.5 mm, divergence 80
sec of arc) was used as a source of light. Figure 2
s hows the entire interferometer and figure 3 a detail of
th e rotor with the mirror M.
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FIG UIlE

3. Detail of motor assembly showing lells CL, rotor wit ,
mirror M, a/ld magnetic pick-up .

FIGURE

4. Semicircular shutter.

Observations were made as follows. The fringes
were made to fall directly on the film of a 35 mm camera with its optics removed. A semi-circular shutter
(fig. 4), mounted in place of the optics, could be turned
to block one or the other half of the field of view. With
the motor running at a certain speed, one-half of the
film frame was exposed to the resulting fringes. The
motor was then reversed and the shutler turned to
expose the other half of the frame to the second set of
fringes. The two photographs of fringes were thus
exactly opposite each oth~r except for a possible shift
as in (11). To make such a shift eve n more detectable,
a narrow strip was cut out'of the s hutter near its diameter (fig. 4) so that the two exposures slightly overlapped and a strip near the center of the photograph
was thus exposed to both sets of fringes (figs. 5, 7). It
is estimated that a shift of 0.1 of a fringe would have
been readily detected.
The apparatus was provisionally checked in air; both
the arrangements of figures Ib and lc were tried. The
length L was varied up to 2.1 m, and the motor was made
to run up to speeds of 3,400 rpm, corresponding to
values of f3 up to 1.52 X 10- 7 • The ratio of x/y was of
the order of 10- 4, so that the second factor in (11) may
be set equal to unily. Thus, if (5) were correct and the
air had no effect, the expected fringe shift should,
from (11), vary up to Ll= 1.1; but in fact no shift was
observed (fig. 5). This is co ns istent with previous
experiments [Babcock and Bergman, 1964; Beckmann
and Mandics, 1964; Rotz, 1963].
The apparatus was then put in a vacuum chamber
with the laser and the camera outside as shown in figure lc. For the arrangement as in figure Ib, the
vacuum was 10- 6 torr and L =4.0 m; for the imaged
slit as in figure Ic, the vacuum was 7 X 10- 7 torr and
L = 4.25 m. The shift to be expected from (1) under
these conditions is plotted in figure 6; the points where
measurements were taken are indicated by circles no
shift was observed. Figure 7 shows a typical picture
taken with the interferometer in vacuum.

t
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FIGURE

6. Fringe shift predicted by the ballistic theory ill the reradiation version and by the special theory of relativity.

Crcles indi cate motor speeds at whil'h photographs uf the fringes were lah n .

FIG U RE 7.

Typical ji-illge pattern obtained in vacaam.

Arrangement as in figure I(b), motor s p("ed 90 rps.
homoge neitie s of tht· vacuum chamber win dow.

The grainy s tru cture is dUt: tu in ·

4. Conclusions

FIGURE

5. Lloydfnnges .

The two halves of the picture correspond to two senses of rotation of the motor.
central strip has bee n exposed to both sets of fringes.

The

The result of the above expe rim e nt is co nsistent
with th e co nstant velocity of light. A ballistic th eory
of light is now restricted to th e following possibilities:
(1) There would be no fringe-s hift in our experiment
if air, at a pressure of less than 10- 6 torr, were capable
of reradiation; to disprove this possibility, th e prese nt
or an equivalent experiment would have to be performed in a vacuum satisfying (6a).
(2) There would also be no fringe-shift if the Lloyd
mirror, instead of reradiating the incident light, were
to reflect it without change in velocity (the velocity
of both rays would then be the same). This could
be due to the special case of grazing incidence occurring in this interferometer, or else this could be a general law of reflection. As far as we are aware, only
two direct experiments have ever been perform ed to
investigate the velocity of light from a moving mirror:
one by Michelson [1913], the other by Majorana [1918,
1919]. Neither found a deviation from the value Co,
but both experiments were performed in air at atmos-
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pheric pressure. Thus (5) could still be consistent
with all experimental observations if light were trans·
mitted with a velocity depending on that of the medium
only (e .g., by reradiation), but reflected with a velocity
dependent on the incident velocity (e.g., analogously
to tennis balls bouncing off a wall).
Both of these possibilities co uld be tested by
repeating the experim ents by Michelson [1913] and
Rotz [1963] in a vacuum high enough to satisfy (6a).
It is admittedly doubtful whether either of these experi·
ments will contradi ct (4); however, their outcome is
not absolutely certain, and considering what is at
stake, we consider furth er experiments to prove (4)
by direct measurement worthwhile.

The . above inves tigation was made possible by a
grant of th e Council on Research and Creative Work
of the University of Colorado. Every possible assistance was given to us by Frank S. Barnes . We are
particularly indebted to Ball Bros., Boulder, Colo .,
who made their large vacuum c hamber available for
the experiment, and for the assistance rendered by
their collaborators M. Folk, N. Gossett, and R. Johnson.
J. Pierce was most cooperative in machining the parts
of th e apparatus and Mrs . Charlotte 1. Cranford typed
the manuscript.
One of us (P. Beckmann) had already performed the
experiment (in air) at the Institute of Radio Engineering, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague,
in Summer, 1963; he was assisted by several persons
working far beyond their' ordinary duties, in particular,
1. Eigl, E. Martinec, and V. Polasek of the V.U.Z.O.R.T.
Institute, R. Lanc and G. Pressburger of the URECSA V Institute, and many others. Although for lack
of time no co nclu sive result was then obtained, the
experience gained was applied in the present experim ent.
We are grateful to 1. P . Neal of the NBS, Boulder,
Colo., for having drawn our attention to an embarrassing numerical error in equation (6).
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